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Now it’s all quiet down again, it is time to assess the environment. We are in the middle of a
ruined complex. The centre is the foundation of a tower. It is there where we fought the Ettin.
The now-priest-again warns us for a band of Orcs and ogres. They were trying to force the
Ettin into their ranks. Night is falling and we expect them to be close. It is too late to get to the
halfling village so we have to make our stand here.
There are some items from the now-priest-again’s friends. Grimwald fits a chain mail and
there is a sword what withstood the attempts of the Ettin to break it.
Unfortunately there is no material to barricade the entrance of the tower. A ring of fire seems
the best option. Alas, the bad guys arrive way before we are finished.
We start our long range fire and manage to down one of the two ogres. The other ogre and the
twenty Orcs are moving in. Their volleys of javelins hit Reed mostly…. Poor girl….
Maybe she is depending on the human shield called Zhae too much already.
The now-priest-again manages to loose two of the crossbows over the edge of the wall
somehow.
Orcs climbing the wall have a hard time for they are quit vulnerable.
Grimwald does a great job in defending the staircase. He kills some Orcs and with a little help
of Kendalan the second ogre as well.
The few remaining Orcs try to flee……..
At the halflings there was not a real party for our small victory, but still it was nice to dance a
little and have a good meal. The now-priest-again stayed with the halflings and we reported
back to Weldin.
He has an out of town job again. A little bit further this time. Now we travel by carriage. A
big one. Finally a decent transport!

